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Abstract: The current state of the art in hydroacoustics research employs a variety of feature extraction
techniques with the goal of accurately classifying a ship based on its radiated noise. These techniques
are capable of accuracy in excess of 95%. A question arises as to whether similar techniques could
be applied to a known vessel to identify and monitor individual systems from the ship’s noise.
In this paper, the fast orthogonal search algorithm is used as a basis for a feature extraction and
classification algorithm. This algorithm is applied to real recordings of ship-radiated noise and is
shown to be capable of identifying the running status of a subset of the ship’s systems, providing
a proof of concept for the detection and monitoring of a ship’s systems based solely on the ships
hydroacoustic noise.
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1. Introduction

One of the primary motivations driving research in the area of ship-radiated noise
has been in improving the ability to detect ships [1,2]. Lately, however, a wealth of data
processing techniques have arisen and allowed research to expand beyond simply detecting
a vessel and instead seeking to classify a vessel. Several researchers have posed the question
whether, based solely on the acoustic noise generated by a ship, the type of ship or even
the specific ship can be identified reliably [3–5]. Techniques for this classification vary, but
can generally be described by a few broad approaches. One approach is to directly analyze
the acoustic data in the time or frequency domain and attempt to fashion an approximate
representation of the ship’s radiated signal with which to compare future samples [5,6].
Alternately, the acoustic data can be decomposed into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), and
the IMFs can be analyzed for characteristic features, such as the energy difference between
IMFs [5]. Finally, a signal can be decomposed into IMFs and a single IMF selected and
analyzed for characteristic features, such as the energy entropy within the IMF or the IMF
centre frequency [7,8]. These approaches allow for a variety of signal processing algorithms
to be employed and have been shown to be highly effective in the identification of ships
from a small sample of candidates, with some techniques exceeding 95% accuracy [3].
Given the high accuracy of identifying ships based on their radiated noise, the question
arises of whether, if the ship was known, these analysis techniques could allow the detection
and monitoring of specific systems within the ship.

Machinery generates noise and vibration that, if monitored, can vary as machinery
degrades or develops defects. Techniques that harness the relationships between equipment
health and their noise or vibration, which are part of a broader set of techniques that monitor
machinery health known as equipment health monitoring (EHM), can analyze rotating
or reciprocating equipment in order to detect potential mechanical defects. Shipboard
mechanical noise is generated by rotating and reciprocating components, cavitation, and
friction between components [9]. When spectrally analyzed, this noise presents as strong
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line spectra and weak continuous spectrum noise. For main propulsion machinery, the
frequency and amplitude of the noise is heavily dependent on the ship’s speed. However,
for auxiliary machinery, the frequency and magnitude of the noise tend to be independent
of the ship’s speed, and generally stable in time [9].

The fast orthogonal search (FOS) algorithm is a signal estimation and spectral analysis
algorithm. It has been shown under experimental conditions to provide superior frequency
resolution and be more capable of identifying line component spectra than the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [10,11]. This ability has led to research interest in the algorithm as a tool
for EHM. One such application was the development of a technique for structural health
monitoring (SHM) based on the FOS algorithm [12]. This would be useful in shipboard
applications as a method to monitor hull stress and fatigue. Additionally, the FOS algorithm
has been used as a basis for health monitoring tools for induction motors, being shown to
diagnose broken rotor bars in a motor with greater accuracy and smaller sample times than
a similar technique using the FFT [13]. The use of FOS as a tool for diagnosing induction
machine faults is especially interesting to shipboard EHM, as recent advances in induction
motor technology have led induction machines to be the ideal choice for all-electric drive
ships [14]. Given that the FOS algorithm is already an area of research for EHM and it has
been shown to provide superior spectral analysis and noise resistance than other frequency
analysis tools, it is an ideal candidate for feature extraction from ship radiated noise (SRN)
in order to identify and monitor ships’ systems.

The FOS algorithm generates an approximation of an input signal by creating a
weighted summation of a select subset of predetermined candidate functions. The candidate
functions are selected for inclusion in the functional expansion generated by the algorithm
via statistical correlation between the candidate function and the input signal. The function
with the greatest correlation to the input signal, which represents the most possible fitted
energy, is selected as the first term in the functional expansion. Subsequent terms further
reduce the mean square error (MSE) between the estimation and the input signal. This is
continued until a stopping condition for the algorithm has been satisfied. These conditions
can vary based on the specific implementation of the algorithm and can include a minimum
amount of the input signal’s energy having been fit, the inability of the algorithm to
reduce the MSE between the functional expansion and the input signal with any remaining
candidate functions, or simply a desired number of candidate functions being fit. A full
explanation of the FOS algorithm can be found in Appendix A.

In this paper, the FOS algorithm is applied to samples of real-world SRN, acquired
through recordings of Patrol Craft, Training (PCT) Moose during hydroacoustic range
trials. FOS is used to preform spectral analysis of training data in order to identify features
of specific systems onboard PCT Moose. It is then used to create classifiers based on
these features, which are tested for their ability to accurately predict the running status
of these systems. The success of these classifiers and their improved accuracy over a
similar classifier based on the FFT demonstrate the feasibility of using acoustic processing
techniques to identify discrete components from a ship’s noise and provide an argument
for continued research in this application in order to further develop this technique for
EHM applications.

2. Experimental Data

In July of 2019 and February of 2020, Defence Research and Development Canada
(DRDC) conducted a series of hydroacoustic range experiments using PCT Moose, a Cana-
dian Orca class training vessel. The purpose of these experiments was to collect recorded
samples of ship-radiated noise in order to better understand the effects of ship noise on
marine environments. The data collection was intensive, including static range trials and
dynamic range trials.
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2.1. Static Range Trials

During the static range trials, PCT Moose was anchored between two hydrophones
situated 200 m apart and 1 m off the sea floor. Due to the slope of the bottom, the north
hydrophone is 19 m deep and the south hydrophone is 22 m deep. Figure 1 shows a diagram
of the hydrophone arrangement on the seafloor of the static range. The hydrophones are
Brüel & Kjær (B&K) (Copenhagen, Denmark), type 8106 hydrophones with −173 dB re
1 V/µPa sensitivity. Once securely anchored, the vessel was powered down and individual
systems were powered on and run. The radiated noise for each system was recorded on
both hydrophones. Due to environmental concerns, some systems could not be run, but
over the course of the static range, 24 unique systems were recorded. These systems include
fitted systems and a piezoelectric shaker, which was temporarily fitted to the hull framing
of the ship. This shaker could be set to produce a desired frequency which would be
generated directly against the hull and transmitted into the water. The list of the equipment
that was recorded can be seen in Table 1. Because the ship was anchored for all static range
trials at a fixed distance from the hydrophones, environmental effects such as bottom and
surface reflection, the speed of sound in water, etc., were considered to be constant and did
not need to be corrected for.

Figure 1. Static range hydrophone configuration.

Table 1. Unique systems recorded during static range trials.

Port diesel generator #2 Air compressor

Centreline diesel generator Oily water separator

Starboard diesel generator Main bilge pump

Main fire pump Oily bilge pump

Emergency fire pump Steering gear hydraulic system

Fuel oil transfer pump #1 Fresh water pump with hot water pump

Port fuel filter coalescer #2 Fresh water pump with hot water pump

Starboard fuel filter coalescer Engine room cooling fan

#1 Chilled water condenser Piezoelectric shaker (500 Hz)

#2 Chilled water condenser Piezoelectric shaker (1 kHz)

#3 Chilled water condenser Piezoelectric shaker (2 kHz)

#1 Air compressor Piezoelectric shaker (4 kHz)

2.2. Dynamic Range Trials

In addition to the static range trials, DRDC also conducted dynamic range trials
in order to capture the total sound generated by an operational ship while propelling.
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The dynamic range is similarly designed to the static range, with two B&K hydrophones
situated 212 m apart on the same pedestals situated 1 m from the seabed. On the dynamic
range, this results in the north hydrophone resting 28 m from the surface and the south
hydrophone resting 44 m from the surface. Figure 2 shows the hydrophone layout on the
dynamic range. During these trials, PCT Moose was driven between the hydrophones,
using the ships fitted GPS to attempt to maintain a route exactly halfway between the
two hydrophones and recording any offset from this path. Each run consisted of two passes
between the hydrophones, one where the ship was travelling eastward and one where it
travelled westward. This allowed both hydrophones to record noise from each side of the
ship. Runs were conducted at a constant speed and machinery state. Speeds were varied
between runs from 3 to 20 knots and machinery states were varied based on eight possible
ship system configurations. These states are detailed in Table 2. As shown in Section 4, the
classifier was unable to accurately identify machinery when multiple systems were run
concurrently. As a result, all trials using the dynamic range data were considered beyond
the capability of the developed classifiers.

Figure 2. Dynamic range hydrophone configuration.

Table 2. Machinery states during dynamic range trials.

Machinery State

A Normal E Two generators
(centreline and starboard)

B Main fire pump on F Bilge pump
(cycling on/off)

C
Secondary generator

(centreline) G Trailing port propeller

D
Tertiary generator

(port) H Trailing starboard propeller

2.3. Recorded Data

The recorded sound data from all hydrophones were encoded using 32 bit integer
values and recorded at a frequency of 204,800 Hz. The data were then saved in a custom
binary file format where they could be losslessly converted from the flattened 32 bit integers
to the hydrophone voltages. The data were also saved as a .wav format file. Since .wav
files use 16 bit encoding for each sample, however, a significant amount of data were
truncated at the maximum sample value. The regions of the time series where the values
were truncated therefore resembled square waves which would cause spectral analysis to
produce a theoretically infinite number of harmonics. As a result, the .wav file was deemed
inappropriate for use in these experiments and the binary files were used.
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3. Methodology

In order to examine the data and to confirm that the acoustic noise from PCT Moose
demonstrates similar characteristics to those expected, spectral analysis was performed
on samples of the acoustic recordings from the static range trials. A static range trial
where the main fire pump was run was selected and a spectrogram was created using the
Fourier transform, creating a plot with the x-axis representing time, the y-axis representing
frequency, and a colour gradient representing magnitude. The results, visible in Figure 3,
show that the noise of the running machine demonstrates strong line spectrum responses
at 60 and 180 Hz that are clearly visible above the background noise, and are stable at
constant frequencies over the entire recording. This is the anticipated spectral response
for nonpropulsion-related equipment, which confirms the expectations from Section 1.
With confirmation that the real hydroacoustic recordings demonstrated the necessary
characteristics, sample recordings of each piece of machinery could be spectrally analyzed
and examined for characteristic features.

Figure 3. Static range spectrogram (in dB) of fire pump operation.

Preliminary spectral analysis of the acoustic recordings had shown that nearly all
frequencies of interest (i.e., those that were clearly discernible from the background noise)
were below 2 kHz, with the exception of the piezoelectric shaker when it was set to 4 kHz.
As a result, the recordings could be downsampled from 204,800 Hz to 10,240 Hz without
impacting the results of the experiment.

Initially, 30 s samples of static range recordings for each system were broken into 0.1 s
segments and analyzed with 1 Hz spacing for the FOS candidate frequencies. In order to
limit the effect of background noise on the spectral analysis, the FOS algorithm was limited
to fitting 30 terms. The fitted frequencies for each system were compared to each other in
order to identify unique frequencies that were generated by only one system, which would
become the identifying feature for that system. It was found, however, that 1 Hz resolution
was insufficient to differentiate the systems and higher resolution would be required.

The static range recordings of each system provided by DRDC were all 93 s or 94.5 s
in length; therefore, we decided to use the first 90 s of recorded data as “training data”,
reserving the last 3 s of each recording for later testing. These 90 s samples were broken
into 1 s segments and spectrally analyzed using FOS, with candidate functions 0.1 Hz apart.
Again, the FOS algorithm was limited to fitting 30 terms. The results from each spectral
analysis were then plotted on a single cluster graph with frequency and magnitude axes.
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Each system was given a unique colour and symbol combination, and each point in the
cluster therefore represented a frequency that the system had emitted over the course of
the 90 s recording. Feature frequencies for the systems could then be identified as any
frequency where only one symbol was plotted. The resulting scatter plot can be seen in
Figure 4, where several obvious features are apparent at a glance, such as the piezoelectric
shaker clusters at 2 kHz and 4 kHz.

Figure 4. Cluster plot of spectral analysis using FOS.

The cluster plot was examined in close detail for frequencies where only one system
emitted energy. These frequencies were selected as representative, or feature, frequencies
for their systems. It was found during this search that 0.1 Hz spectral resolution was
still insufficient to separate all the systems from each other. Only 11 of the 24 possible
systems were identifiable in this way. A classifier was built for these 11 systems. This
single frequency classifier is based on a simple binary decision. If the unique frequency
identified for any of the 11 identified systems is detected when a sample is spectrally
analyzed, the system is identified as “running”; if it is not detected, the system is identified
as “not running”.

In an attempt to develop features for the remaining systems, a higher-order feature set
was developed. The same cluster plot from Figure 4 was re-examined for instances where a
system radiated energy at two frequencies. While these two frequencies did not need to
be independently occupied by the subject system, the clusters for the subject system were
required to be within a unique magnitude range. That is, any other system that had energy
fitted at the same frequency as the subject system did not have any instances where the
fitted magnitude was within the range of fitted magnitudes for the subject system. It was
also required that both these frequencies had been fitted to the functional expansion by
the FOS algorithm in at least 80% of the 1 s segments that were analyzed. This ensured
that enough examples of the frequency pairs existed to examine them for a statistical
relationship. Three systems were found that met these criteria: the port diesel generator,
the starboard diesel generator, and the #1 chilled water plant.

The magnitudes for the fitted frequency pairs in each 1 s segment were normalized
against each other by dividing the individual fitted magnitudes by the sum of the two
magnitudes, resulting in a ratio of magnitudes for each sample that sum to 1. The mean and
standard deviation of these ratios over all 90 segments were calculated, and a frequency pair
classifier was created to identify running systems. If the two feature frequencies for a system
are detected by spectral analysis, the classifier normalizes their fitted magnitudes and
calculates the z-score of both normalized values against the mean and standard deviation
calculated from the training data using the formula:
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z =
x − x

S
(1)

where x is the value of an individual sample, x is the sample mean, and S is the sample
standard deviation. Z-score is simply a count of the number of standard deviations that an
individual sample is from the sample mean; therefore, if the z-scores for both the feature
frequencies for the sample are less than 2, then the data conform to the training data within
a 95% confidence interval and the classifier identifies the system as “running”.

The single frequency and frequency pair classifiers were then tested for their ability to
accurately predict the running machinery from static and dynamic range recordings of PCT
Moose. The last 3 s of static range recording from each system as well as 3 s of ambient
data recorded during the static range trials were combined into a single 75 s time series
and spectrally analyzed using the FOS algorithm. The classifiers were run on the resulting
functional expansions to identify the running systems.

A classifier based on the FFT was then designed as a tool to compare against the single
frequency classifier. This classifier conducted spectral analysis on the sample acoustic data
to generate a spectral plot. The plot was then searched for local maxima and those maxima
were compared to the feature frequencies for the system being tested. If any local maximum
matched a system’s feature frequency, the system was deemed to be running. Since the test
data was broken into 1 s segments, the maximum spectral resolution of the FFT was 1 Hz.
There were seven systems for which unique frequencies were identified at 1 Hz resolution
using the FOS algorithm; therefore, this comparison was limited to those seven systems.

4. Results
4.1. Single Frequency Classifier

The 75 s test data were broken into 1 s segments and spectrally analyzed using the
FOS algorithm. The results were then passed through the single frequency classifier and
tested for the 11 systems for which a single frequency feature had been identified. Treating
each system as a unique test for each 1 s segment of hydroacoustic recording results in
825 tests, for which the system being classified was running in 50 tests and not running
in the remaining 775 tests. Table 3 shows the results of this trial in a confusion matrix.
Since there are two possible states for the systems and two possible classifications, there
are four possible test outcomes. A confusion matrix lays out the four possible outcomes
in a table with the true states along the side and the estimated states across the top of the
table. The sum in the top left corner denotes the number of tests conducted in each true
state. As shown in Table 3, the classifier achieved a probability of detection of 68%, with a
probability of false detection of 0.8% and total probability of error of 2.8%.

Table 3. Confusion matrix results from single frequency classifier test.

Estimated Status

Total
50 + 775 = 825

Running Not Running

Running 33 17Actual
Status Not Running 6 769

4.2. Comparison with FFT Classifier

In order to accurately compare the FFT classifier with the single frequency FOS classi-
fier, it was necessary, as previously stated, to reduce the tested systems to the seven systems
that were identifiable with 1 Hz frequency resolution. This reduces the number of unique
tests to 525, with the target system running in 30 tests and not running in 495. Adjusting
the confusion matrix for the FOS classifier for only these seven systems results in Table 4,
where the probability of detection is 70%, the probability of false detection is 0.4%, and the
total probability of error is 2.1%.
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Table 4. Adjusted confusion matrix results from single frequency classifier test.

Estimated Status

Total
30 + 495 = 525

Running Not Running

Actual
Status

Running 21 9
Not Running 2 493

The classifier based on the FFT at first appeared to be more effective than that of
the FOS-based classifier, demonstrating a probability of detection of 96.6%. It also had
a probability of false detection of 61.4%, leading to a total probability of error of 58.1%.
Table 5 shows the confusion matrix results for the FFT-based classifier, showing the much
higher rate of estimating the system to be running, both when the system was running and
when it was not.

Table 5. Confusion matrix results from FFT trial.

Estimated Status
Total
30 + 495 = 525

Running Not Running

Actual
Status

Running 29 1
Not Running 304 191

4.3. Frequency Pair Classifier

The test for the frequency pair classifier was unique from the other tests run in that
a feature was developed for the starboard diesel generator. This generator provided PCT
Moose’s electrical power for all the other systems during the static range trial. As a result, its
acoustic energy is present in all static range recordings (with the exception of the static range
trials for the port and centreline diesel generators). This means that of the 225 individual
tests performed by the classifiers (75 s of data tested by three different classifiers), 78 tests
were performed with the subject system running and 147 with the system not running.
This classifier was able to identify all three systems from the samples of that system’s static
range trial data, but was unable to reliably identify the starboard diesel generator anywhere
when another system was also running. This resulted in a probability of detection of 15.4%,
a probability of false detection of 0%, and a false negative rate of 84.6%. Table 6 shows the
results for this test in a confusion matrix.

Table 6. Confusion matrix results from frequency pair classifier.

Estimated Status
Total
78 + 147 = 225

Running Not Running

Actual
Status

Running 12 66
Not Running 0 147

5. Discussion

The single frequency classifier based on the FOS algorithm was effective at estimating
the running status of the systems for which features had been identified at 1 Hz and 0.1 Hz
resolutions, achieving high probabilities of detection without suffering a commensurate
high probability of false detection. This starkly contrasts the classifier based on the FFT,
where a high probability of detection carried a similarly high probability of false detection
and only 1 Hz resolution could be achieved, limiting the number of systems that could be
detected. This highlights two of the main strengths of the FOS algorithm in the processing
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of hydroacoustic noise: its superior spectral resolution and its inherent ability to process
noisy data.

The superior frequency resolution of the FOS algorithm allowed for more systems to
be tested than the FFT-based classifier. While the frequency resolution of both systems can
be improved through the use of larger sample segments, it was discussed in Section 1 that
ship-radiated noises contain both dynamic sources, where the frequencies radiated will
vary over time and static sources where the frequencies remain relatively invariant with
time. If the sample time can be kept sufficiently short, the effects of varying frequency can
be limited and the radiated noise will more closely approximate static sources and spectral
analysis will be more accurate.

Because the test data were composed of real-world recordings, they naturally included
a variety of background noises. The FOS algorithm was able to deal with this noise by
simply limiting the terms fitted to the functional expansion. For all tests, the algorithm
was limited to selecting 30 terms with which to approximate the test segment. This had
the effect of limiting the number of frequencies of low energy that were captured by the
algorithm, limiting the impact of background noise on the functioning of the FOS-based
classifier. Without noise preprocessing, the FFT-based classifier analyzed all the energy in
the signal, including that of background noise. This resulted, as was seen in Section 4, in
much higher rates of false detection.

While the frequency pair classifier was generally less effective than the single frequency
classifiers, it was remarkable in achieving a 0% false detection rate. It was able to correctly
identify the running systems when they were running in isolation, but not when two
systems were run concurrently. This suggests that the relationships between radiated
frequencies could be exploited to generate more complex features for system identification,
but that the relationships between these frequencies is affected by the presence of other
running systems. In order to explore these relationships further, recordings of each system
running in conjunction with many combinations of the other systems would have been
required. This was not a part of the DRDC trials, so this could not be carried out.

Any discussion of the effectiveness of an algorithm to conduct EHM must necessarily
include an examination of the computational cost of the algorithm. It has been noted
that the increasing effectiveness of EHM techniques in identifying defects has driven an
increase in computational complexity, which could reduce the overall usefulness of the
algorithm if its processing time is driven below the threshold of real-time calculation [15].
The algorithm used in this research was written in MATLAB and was timed in order to
gauge its ability to potentially operate in real time. It was found that the algorithm required
an average of approximately 10 s to perform spectral analysis on 1 s of data (to a limit of
30 fitted terms). While this is significantly below the real-time threshold, the algorithm
used for this study was not optimized. Several options exist to accelerate the processing of
the FOS algorithm, such as employing more efficient programming languages or parallel
processing, which could potentially greatly accelerate its computation. As a result, while
the specific implementation of the FOS algorithm for this research would not be suited to
EHM applications, the FOS algorithm itself can still be considered appropriate.

6. Conclusions

In these experiments, real-world hydroacoustic data from PCT Moose were examined
and simple classifiers were built using the FFT and FOS algorithms in order to explore the
possibility of using FOS-based spectral analysis as the basis for identification of a ship’s
individual systems through its radiated noise. The FOS-based classifiers were seen to be
more effective than that of the FFT-based classifier, indicating that the FOS algorithm is a
suitable candidate for this application, but the inability to identify features for all the ship’s
recorded systems using a simple frequency-based classification show that a more complex
feature system must be explored. The frequency pair classifier showed that more complex
features could be identified, but in order to fully explore the relationships between radiated
frequencies for individual systems, many more data would need to be collected.
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Ultimately, these experiments provide a proof of concept for the use of the FOS
algorithm as a potential tool for spectral-analysis-based classification in hydroacoustic
settings. Based on the success of this proof of concept and the current research applications
for the FOS algorithm, this paper shows that an effective EHM tool that uses equipment
noise could be developed. It also provides a strong argument for continued research
into ship-radiated noise. In particular, it makes the argument in favour of conducting a
more detailed range trial with more recorded data being taken of a broader configuration
of machinery.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

B&K Brüel & Kjær
DRDC Defence Research and Development Canada
EHM Equipment health monitoring
FFT Fast Fourier transform
FOS Fast orthogonal search
GS Gram–Schmidt
IMF Intrinsic mode function
MSE Mean square error
PCT Patrol craft, training
SHM Structural health monitoring
SRN Ship-radiated noise
WGN White Gaussian noise

Appendix A. The FOS Algorithm

The FOS algorithm estimates the functional expansion of a given signal using a subset
of a list of arbitrary candidate functions [16]. This expansion can be written as [17]:

y(n) =
M

∑
m=0

am pm(n) + e(n) (A1)

where y(n) is the input signal, am is the weight assigned to the arbitrary function pm(n),
and e(n) is a residual error.

There is no requirement for the arbitrary functions to be orthogonal; however, the
fitting of orthogonal functions ensures that each function is only fit based on its unique
energy. In order to accomplish this, the FOS algorithm first fits a series of orthogonal
functions into a functional expansion given by the formula [17]:

y(n) =
M

∑
m=0

gmwm(n) + ε(n) (A2)
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where wm(n) are the orthogonal functions, gm are the orthogonal weights, and ε(n) is the
residual error. The orthogonal functions are derived from the arbitrary candidate functions
via Gram-Schmidt (GS) orthogonalization [16]. The formula for this process is

wm(n) = pm(n)−
m−1

∑
i=0

αmiwi(n) (A3)

where αmi are the GS orthogonalization weights and wm(n), pm(n), and wi(n) are the same
as in Equations (A2) and (A3). The GS orthogonalization weight for an orthogonal function,
wr, can be obtained via [17]:

αmr =
pm(n)wr(n)

w2
r (n)

(A4)

where the variables are, again, as before, and the overbar is used to indicate the time average
of the underlying products. The processing time of the FOS algorithm is accelerated via the
use of implicit calculation to derive the orthogonal functions. The variable D(m, r) is used
for this implicit calculation and is defined as [17]

D(m, r) = pm(n)wr(n) (A5)

The correlation of pm(n)wr(n) is iteratively acquired by rearrangement of Equa-
tion (A3) [17]:

pm(n)wr(n) = pm(n)pr(n)−
r−1

∑
i=0

ari pm(n)wi(n) (A6)

and simplifying to

D(m, r) = pm(n)pr(n)−
r−1

∑
i=0

ariD(r, i) (A7)

Iterative calculation is also be used to determine w2
r (n) via

wr(n)wr(n) = pm(n)pr(n)−
r−1

∑
i=0

ariwr(n)wi(n) (A8)

The results from Equation (A7) can be inserted into this equation, and with simplifica-
tion, the following formula is derived:

D(r, r) = w2
r (n) (A9)

An implicitly derived amr can be calculated by combining Equations (A5) and (A9)
and substituting into Equation (A4):

amr =
pm(n)wr(n)

w2
r (n)

=
D(m, r)
D(r, r)

(A10)

The residual error term from Equation (A1) can be used to calculate the MSE between
the estimated functional expansion and the input signal. Rearranging Equation (A1) to
isolate the residual error and modifying it to be the MSE yields the following formula [18]:

MSE =

[
y(n)−

M

∑
m=0

am pm(n)

]2

(A11)

GS othogonalization does not change the MSE relationship of the system; therefore,
MSE can also be expressed as [18]
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MSE =

[
y(n)−

M

∑
m=0

gmwm(n)

]2

= y2(n)−
M

∑
m=0

g2
mw2

m(n)

(A12)

This formula can be rearranged in order to calculate the gm values for each candidate
function that will minimize MSE [17]:

gm =
y(n)wm(n)

w2
m(n)

(A13)

As a result of having calculated wm(n) implicitly, gm must also be implicitly calculated.
For this, the variable C(m) is used, which is defined as [17]:

C(m) = y(n)wm(n) (A14)

Further recursive calculation is required to produce y(n)wm(n), which is achieved via
the formula

y(n)wm(n) = y(n)pm(n)−
m−1

∑
r=0

amry(n)wr(n) (A15)

which simplifies to

C(m) = y(n)pm(n)−
m−1

∑
i=0

amiC(i) (A16)

Substituting C(m) to Equation (A13) then produces an implicit calculation of gm:

gm =
C(m)

D(m, m)
(A17)

The variable Q is defined as the product of the squares of any orthogonal function
and its GS orthogonalization weight. In other terms, it is the measure of the MSE reduction
between the FOS estimation and the input signal that would result from adding the mth
term to the functional expansion. The formula for calculating Q is

Q = g2
mw2

m(n)

= g2
mD(m, m)

(A18)

The candidate function with the largest Q value would provide the greatest MSE
reduction between the functional expansion and the input signal. It is therefore fitted to
the functional expansion first. Since it is only possible to fit a candidate function once, it is
removed from the list of candidate functions, and the remaining MSE between the input
signal and the functional expansion is reduced by Q.

This process is repeated; the candidate function with the highest Q value without
reducing the MSE below zero (indicating that there is more energy in the functional ex-
pansion than in the input signal) is fitted to the functional expansion. This continues
until a predetermined stopping criterion is met, at which time the orthogonal functions
and weights can be converted back to candidate functions and their respective weights.
Candidate function weights, (am), are derived from the orthogonal function weights, (gm).
The formula for this is [19]
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am =
M

∑
i=m

givi (A19)

where vi is a weighted sum of the previously calculated GS orthogonal weights. This can
be calculated by [19]

vm = 1

vi =
i−1

∑
r=m

αirvr i = m + 1, . . . , M
(A20)

To perform spectral analysis via the FOS algorithm, candidate frequencies, fm, are
selected and matched sine and cosine pairs are generated via [17]

p2m−1(n) = cos
(

2π fmn
N

)
p2m(n) = sin

(
2π fmn

N

) (A21)

which then form the candidate function list. The FOS algorithm uses the combined Q of
each cosine/sine pair when determining the candidate functions with the greatest MSE
reduction, which are then fitted as the 2m−1 and 2m terms.

Sine and cosine pairs can be converted into a into a single function with magnitude,
F( fm), and phase, ϕ( fm), given by [17]:

F( fm) =
√

a2
2m−1 + a2

2m (A22)

ϕ( fm) = − tan−1
(

a2m

a2m−1

)
(A23)
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